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Regular Word List – Year 3 

3.1: him, hem, ham 

3.2: grand, mint, glad 

3.3: trim, smell, stump 

3.4: print, blast, doll 

3.5: whack, stack, strong 

 3.6: champ, them, when 

3.7: hi, me, no 

3.8: shape, cute, these 

3.9: book, weed, count 

3.10: herd, start, form 

3.11: nurse, serve, starve 

3.12: struggle, needle, candle 

3.13: socks, seeds, hopping 

3.14: thankful, harmful, hinted 

3.15: seemed, shortest, loudest 

3.16: sudden, fastest, meeting 

3.17: washing, slipping, thrilled 

3.18: ignore, perfume, collect  

3.19: disturb, oppose, shelter  

3.20: program, secret, fragrant 

3.21: student, silent, gravy 

3.22: legal, equal, locate 

3.23: lunches, pastel, gargle 

3.24: speed, extreme, delete 

3.25: babyish, grayish, foolish 

3.26: carelessly, thrifty, quickly 

3.27: carefully, costly, freshen 

3.28: complete, fable, painful 

3.29: rain, booth, fright 

3.30: travel, talent, habit 

3.31: exit, never, credit 

3.32: volume, tropic, profit 

3.33: gentle, legend, gender 

3.34: spider, present, cupid 

3.35: edge, smudge, pledge 

3.36: startle, shivering, pouches 

3.37: haul, because, auto 

3.38: draw, law, straw 

3.39: stall, false, salt 

 3.40: show, throw, pillow 

3.41: preheat, posttest, prefix 

3.42: replace, report, illegal 

3.43: expand, expire, attack 

3.44: station, fiction, section 

3.45: invasion, occasion, explosion 

3.46: session, mission, discussion 

3.47: structure, nature, future 

3.48: argue, rescue, tissue 

3.49: baggage, damage, sausage 

3.50: mind, post, wind 

 3.51: wealth, instead, meant 

3.52: yield, field, niece 

3.53: either, grief, relief 

3.54: turkey, thief, alley 

 3.55: month, oven, wonder 

3.56: grew, chew, jewel 

3.57: children, explore, monster 

3.58: ostrich, mattress, describe 

3.59: partner, empty, transfer 

3.60: attract, instruct, distract 

3.61: audience, invisible, vision 

3.62: export, scribble, report 

3.63: steak, greatly, breakable 

3.64: their, vein, reindeer 

 3.65: freight, eighty, weigh 

 3.66: nephew, phone, autograph 

 3.67: soup, group, route 

3.68: scholar, ache, schedule 

3.69: astronaut, Astros, automatic 

 3.70: photograph, biology, 

geography 

 3.71: geometry, biography, 

theology 

3.72: chauffeur, chef, champagne 

3.73: quiet, coed, cruel 

3.74: minnow, parsley, mistake 

3.75: remember, assemble, violent 

 3.76: article, position, division 

 3.77: statistic, historic, electric 

3.78: vanilla, umbrella, antenna 

 3.79: python, type, myth 

 3.80: thunderous, fabulous, 

marvelous 

3.81: martial, social, racial 

 3.82: project, respect, objection 

3.83: introduce, conduct, reduce 

3.84: offer, transfer, factory 

3.85: inspiration, erosion, example 

 3.86: preschool, preview, repeat 

3.87: rigid, decay, fluid 

 3.88: unbroken, museum, 

dictionary 

3.89: fumble, oblong, urban 

3.90: flounder, require, permission 

 3.91: neither, audition, spacious 


